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Bonfire rally begins
HoniecoiDing n1irth
By THOMAS BRAZAITIS

Thoughts of Plato, Cato, and Xenophon will turn to
ashes in the wake of the blazing bonfire rally that touches
off Carroll's 15th annual Homecoming weekend, two weeks
from today, Friday, Oct. 27. tion choices for Homecoming queen.

UNION MEMBERS vote on an amendment to an a mendment- they

The cheer session, scheduled for The lucky lass who accompanies
7:30 p.m., initiates a two-day the winning float will reign at the
hiatus from the labors of study as ball that evening. N omadically inthe student populus blissfully dines,
clined students can join the carsdances, and incidentally, watches a
van, beginning at 1 p.m., in its
footba II game.
th procession to Hosford Field Game
.
f
0 u tstan d mg personages rom e
time is an hour later.
athletic department will address
Following the game, those inthe Blue Streak backers at the terested can treat their female
rah-rah gathering. That same night companions to a buffet dinner in
the Senior-Junior Class Party will Carroll's SAC at $1.25, with a 7think.
commence at the Somerset Inn. day meal ticket, or $2.50 without
Tickets are going at $3 a couple. the ducat.
Activities resume, or continue,
The main event, the Homecomat high noon on Saturday when ing dance, culminates the day's
floats representing Carroll's vari- fare, at 9 p.m. Soft sounds will
ous student organizations align
(Tu rn to P a ge 10, Col. 1)
themselves on Belvoir Blvd. to be,--- - -- -- - - - -- - judged by the faculty. The wininformed that the vote was only ning float will be announced between halves of the Carroll-Wayne
on closing debate.
Senior class president, Michael State clash that afternoon.
Also on parade will be organiza(Tur n to Page 10, Col. 2)

Parlialllentary rules stulllp
delegates at Union llleeting
By A LLYN ADA MS

Conf usion reigned high at
t he Carroll Union meeting
last Tuesday as the regular
order of b u sines s became
thoroughly bogged down over
the lack of knowledge by the
members in the use of parliamentary pr ocedure, t o the
point that there were times
when even t h e Union president, Thomas Fallon, did not
know what was going on.
At the start of the meeting, the
Un ion parliamentarian, Bernard
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ,

•
Friday miXer
A Supersitious Swing mixer will
be sponsored tonight by the Evening College in the Carroll Gym.
It~w ill jltart at 8 p .m. and continue
until midnight. For the sum of 87
cents admission will be open to
anyone.

Daleske, gave a short explanation
of the basic rules; but this proved
to be of no value in heading off
the misuse which followed shortly.

Omber g's a mmendment

It all started during the debate
over Chalmers Omberg's amendment to the amendment of the
Union constitution which he had
proposed the previous week. He
wished to give the Union the power
to restrict anyone from running
for class office who had previously
lost his vote in the Union due to
excessive absence. His amendment
Representing John Carroll University
to this would allow the individual
to run for office, but it would
University Heights 18, Ohio
prohibit him from voting in the
---------------Union.
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Omber g cha rged t hat the discus---------------------------sion in progress on the amendment
to the amendment was actually on
the amendment itself and was thus
out of order. When it was finally
moved to close debate, Edward
Christie, sophomore class secretary, called for a roll call vote. but
The 1961 United Appeal will sponsor its fund-raising
withdrew his request when be was

Loan aids to construct
new dormitory next May
In late May of next year, construction will begin on
John Carroll's new 400-man dormitory. The new $1,911,000
building will bring the University's total resident capacity
to just over 1,000.
loan made by the Community Fa-
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Two programs open
United Appeal drive

campaign at John Carroll University on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 and 18, at which time, two student convocations will be held.

Mr. Walter K. Bailey, president of the Warner and Swasey
Company and Chait·man of the
Cleveland United Appeal, will speak
before an evening assembly of dorm
students Tuesday, Oot. 17, at 7
p.m. He will relate his feelings
towards the drive and describe to
the students the uses of their contributions. Mr. Edward F . Meyer s,
vice-president of the Union Commerce Bank and chairman of Divi'sion A of the Appeal, will talk to

the day students from Cleveland on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 1:10 p.m.
The goal for each student has
been suggesterd as one cent for
each of the United Appeal organizations, or approximately $1.50.
Each student is asked to give
through his own generosity whatever he can afford; the amount is
not compulsory.
Collections will be taken at each
convocation in enveLopes which
(Turn to Page 10, Col. 3)

Pinkertons
enforce new
parking laws
By PAUL DUNN

Beginning Sunday, Oct. 15,
the campus Pinkertons, under
the direction of the superintendent, will begin a stricter
enforcement of parking regulation .
Mr. George J. Lash, superi ntendent , stated that this action was
caused by "a callous disregard py
the students of the parking regulations.''
As part of this stricter enforcement, Lash plans on having the
windshields of violators' cars blacked out with gummed paper. "Tickets have not worked in the past;
perhaps this will," said Lash who
went on, "I have already been
threatened by students who say
they will do the same or worse to
my car. These people will be prosecuted," promised Mr. Lash.
The superintendent stressed that
he will resort to the gummed paper
only where illegally parked cars
create a fire hazard by blocking
dl"iveways. The guards will report
constant yiolators to the superintel).dent, and he will decide whether
to use the gummed paper or not.
The gummed paper to be used
is varnished and very difficult
to remove. "It is jmpossible to
(Turn to Page 3, Col. 5)

The addition of this residence cilities Administration. Mr. Frank
will relieve the inconvenience of J. Jones, comptroller, explained
off-campus housing and bring that the government sets up the
most of the University's student
(Turn to Page 6, Col. 5)
body to the campus proper. It is
hoped that the new hall will be
ready for occupancy in September
of 1963.
The new edifice will be situated
between Dolan Hall and the Student Activities Center, facing on
the quadrangle indirectly. It will
back up to Miramar and Washington Blvds., and thus necessitate
the removal of the education department's white house and the
tennis co urts behind Dolan Hall.
The architectur al styl e of the
dormitory will be the traditional
university gothic, although it \vill
not be as pronounced as the other
buildings on the quadrangle. The
plans for the design are only in
the initial blueprint stage, but it
is expected that the residence will
h ave the same wing layout as
Pacelli and Dolan Halls. The three
story structure will have two-man
rooms throughout, as well as
FOR
chapel facilities, and accommodaJOHN CARROlL UNIVt.RSITV
tions for the prefects on the variUNIVERAIT'(
HfiGI'T&,
OHIO
I ,_
I
ous floors.
The funds for this construction
ARCHITECT' S SK ETCH of the proposed design of the new dormito ry scheduled for completion in 1963.
project are provided through a
~
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No burden
The United Appeal drive for John
Carroll will begin next Tuesday evening. In
the past, the Carroll students have given
their representative amounts. But the need
of the organizations represented by the
United Appeal is unceasing.
This year's goal is $1.50 per student.
A slight sacrifice by each student this
weekend will, in most cases, allow the individual to give genet·ously. A dollar or so less of
weekend entertainment will enable you to
give generously. The demand is really not
so burdensome.
Little need be said of the virtue of giving
to charities, especially the United Appeal.
We all know the importance of each controbution. Now it is a matter of only a slight
sact·ifice. Please.

No paliamentarians
The Carroll Union is headed for trouble.
An over-abundance of announcements
and special orders of business, but more
important, entanglement in the web of parliamentary procedure has plagued the first
three Union meetings of the year.
The situation came to a head last Tuesday when the representatives s om e how
managed to consider briefly several important motions, but only after listening to 55
minutes of announcements and committee
reports.
The remainder of the meeting occupied
little over half that time. We're glad to find
that there are so many student projects
presently in the wind, but we seriously doubt
that these announcements were all necessary.
Unless a way can be found to reduce
their volume, the privilege of making these
announcements will have to be withheld.
Drastic measures are necessary to preserve
the character of the meetings.
Once the agenda reached Old Business,
the members were bogged down in the
strange procedure of Robert's Rules. The
method employed universally by parliamentary bodies to avoid confusion and maintain
order has had the opposite effect in the
Carroll Union. Why?
Old and new representatives alike, including the president and parliamentarian,
were too often confused about the iss ues be-
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ing discussed or the votes being called for .
Order reigned throughout the period of
announcements, but was torn into pieces during the arguments over procedure.
The blame falls not upon Robert's, nor
upon the new procedural rule which extends
discussion of every main motion into the
next week. At fault is the ignorance of the
representatives themselves, and their disinclination to study elementary points of
parliamentary procedure.
A body whose members are familiar
with its methods can be compared to a welloiled machine, and in the hands of an individual such familiarity is a powerful toolagainst your interests if you don't agree
with him.
Be the first in your neighborhood

Actions speak
Two weeks ago, the 616 members of
Carroll's freshman cia s lost a pushball
contest.
There are few upperclassmen on campus
who can recall the last time the sophomores
emerged victorious in this autum nal frolic.
The significance of the sophs' victory lies
beyond the mere physical conquest of one
class over another. This particular contest
culminated a week that had seen the brash
fresh man class rise to the challenge of their
one-year superiors. Each nigh t after classes
the frosh would gather en masse on the
steps of Dolan Hall to heckle the foe.
No noise emitted from the corridors of
Pacelli Hall, where the second-year men
busied themselves with more important
items like studies, biding their time until
the day of the big game.
Reputedly the largest sophomore contingent in the history of the pushball pageant
gathered on the gridiron that Friday afternoon to prove its virility amongst these mere
boys. Displaying the wisdom of their years,
the sophs attacked in a cold, precise fashion,
grinding away at their more numerous but
less purposeful opponents. The result was a
decided victory for the sophs.
The triumph proved once again that
actions do, in fact, speak louder than words,
that true spirit, whether in an individual,
a class or a school, obtains not in the noise
they conjure, but in the results they produce
when challenged. The freshman class received its comeupence early. The next four
years will determine whether the lesson
taught has taken root.
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To the Editor:
While listening to the discussion
following the shO\Ving of the cont
· 1
· '0
:oversla movle, ' peration AbolitiOn," this thought entered my
mind: is it true that because one
person or group is advancing the
same movement as another person
or g t•oup, the former necessaritly
has a belief in the other's principles?

This was the idea that was conv eyed Tuesday evening by Mr.
Charles Bentz in his accusation that
certain individuals were Communists because of their activities to
abo li sh the H ouse Co m'tt
.
. .. m 1 ee on
• •
•
Un-Amencan ActlV1t1es .
1
Thomas Brazalf1s, Paul Kantz . ........................ .... ....... Sports Edators
Thomas Arko .......................... .. ................. Asst. Sports Editor
The rid iculousness of this stateI!EPORTERS: Dave Padavick, Jack Ruzicho, Tom Kilbane, Bill Goyetre, Mike DiSanlo. ment, given to an audience of John
ART
Carroll students after they had
Anrhony Mollo, Bruce LeBeda ................. ..... .. .. ........ Photographers been led to an emotional anti-ComBUSINESS
munistic sent iment by the showing
Ken Hovan ....................... .. ........ . .. .. . ........ Business Manager of "Operation Abolition," can be
Gary Previts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Comptroller
b
frederick Previts ... • ..... . ....... • .... • ...... . • • ....... .. ... Exchange Editor seen y drawing a simpl e compariRobert Wahl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Circulation Manager son.
John Kodweis .. . ........................ . .. . ....... Asst. Circulation Manager
I t is a known fact that the Com-
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Dr. Fabien expresses diverse
personal interests and opinions

l

By PHILLIP CANEP A RI

Dr. Rene L. Fabien, director
of the Modern Languages Department of John Carroll University, can be aptly described
in one word-relaxed. Not lax,
mind you, but relaxed.

by James Wagner
At a time when nearly every issue of the morning
paper spot·ts a banner headline trumpeting . orne shattering
national or in ternational news story, it becomes increasingly
difficult for a student to maintain an apathetic, non-involvement attitude toward politics.

"I spend my time relaxing and
listening to good classical music."
The professor's ear for music is
not restricted to the classics, however. He likes rock and roll. "I
think from the standpoint of
rhythm, rock and roll is sometimes very good." He hastened to
add, "It is good entertainment for
the feet, but very bad on the ear."
Dr. Fabien is a bespectacled,
dignified person who speaks with
a trace of a foreign accent. He
was born in Vienna, Austria, of
French parentage, and was by
virtue of his parentage a citizen
of France. This peculiar genealogy led to one of Dr. Fabien's
legend ary experiences.
The doctor was never hesistant
concerning the shortcomings of
Herr Hitler. Unfortunately, 1938
was one of his most vehement
years from that standpoint. History students know that this was
the year of the infamous Anschlus s. One of Dr . Fabien's friend s
high up in the ranks of the police
informed him of the possible consequences of criticizing Hitler.
He fled Austria and went to his
mother country, France. He asked
for help there. but was nonplussed
by the author ities, who informed

A quick check-up on campus and should never be venerated for
thinking, as expressed in student itself. When it proves no longer
publications, reveals that students valid, it must be discarded, perarc involved, sometimes .
haps only temporarily.
Unfortunately, the student who
Thus for any political problem
succeeds in entangling himself in with which he is presented, the
political questions is easily baffled rationa l man must examine all that
by the complexity of the problems is involved in both the problem
he comes across,
itself and also in every politi"cal
and often reaches out for a suidea offered for its solution.
er cure-all. Th e
This admonition i"rnplies a complete familiarity with the problems
•·esult is the
"political idea,"
presented and the solutions ava ilreflected in the
able, without emotional involvehard care of student liberalism
ment.
or conservativAs an intellectual creature, man
ism .
can properly exercise his will only
A p 0 1i t i c a 1
through the discoveries of his ini d e a , however,
tel!ect. Emotion wi11 not determine
can become an
Wagner
the validity or error of a proposiexcuse fot· honest thought. Thus, tion.
for example, in any problem which
Throw off the weight of political
is presented, the analysi s of the ideologies, and you have, not a
problem need go no further t han passive relativi sm, but an objective
to determine how a particular pursuit of truth. Neither the popolitical idea (Conservativism, Li- litical Conservative nor the Liberal
beralism, or any other) can be has the answer.
applied in -t his particular case.
In the J es u it weekly, America, of
The solution is already formed Sept. 16, the editors come out ir,
when the political idea is. Con- f avor of student apathy over the
sequently the solution remains " ideologizing that passes for
invariable in varying circum- thought on both the left and the
stances.
right wi'ngs of student movements
in this country."
It will be argued by the ide"Gi ve us, any time," the editorial
ologists that the basis for their
procedure lies in the immutacontinues, the student who couldn't
ble nature of man (if man
care less." This is strong language,
never changes, neither does the
and a choice between the a lternasolution to his political probtives of ideology or apathy ·.,.,,..,.hi"'_..
!ems). This reasoning fails to
not be easy.
recognize considerations forced
But the vacuum which they
by changing political reality.
have created in the first paraLarge ly responsible for these graphs by dismissing both apalittle ideologies is the emotional i'n- thy and ideology the editors sugvolvement which may follow ra- gest should be filled with stutiona! conviction of an i'd ea. Once dents with a "grasp of Catholic
social principles, a fund of
both these elements are present,
sound factual information, and
they work together until the idea some practice, through their
has become firmly entrenched. As student organizations, in comit approaches this point the i"deolo- bining the two in energetic
gy becomes more emotional, losing political action."
its rational
foundation.
.
Lesson: Throw out the rusty
Any td ea can command a rever- political ideologies and start thinkence only so long as it deserves, ing!

him that since Hitler's government
was recognized as being legitimate,
there was nothing that could be
done. Dr. Fabien saw that the
situation in France was not
healthy, so he came to America.
In 1940, Dr. Fabien applied for
U .S. citizenship. In 1941, he was
ready for his papers. But that
great enemy of wisdom, the s lip
of the tongue, delayed his getting
them for another year. He all but
had the papers in his hand when
the judge asked him a question.
"The judge said, 'Do you believe
in saying, 'Once a frenchman, al·ways a frenchman?' Like a fool,
I fell right into it and said, 'Sure.'
The judge said, 'Well, maybe you'd
better come back when you have
learned your lesson.' "
He was forced to wait un ti1 1942
to get his papers.
Rene Fabien graduated from the
University of Vienna in 1926 after a four year tenure. He came
out with his Ph.D. He speaks four
languages:
Italian,
German,
French and English, and understands some of the Slavic ianguages.
The University secured the
services of Dr. Fabien in 1939, and
offered him the position of direc·
tor of the department in 1956.

teach our children to speak foreign languages not only because
of the current world situation,
but because of the necessity to
deal with the people of the world
on their own level if we do not
want to meet with a disastrous
defeat.
"People all over the world express ideas in different ways. For
example, the use of the color black
for mourning. Here, when we think
of tragedy or mourning, the color
black pops into our heads. Other
countries use white for the same
purpose. Again, the number 16
can be expressed as 4 x 4 2 x 8
16 x 1 and so on.
'
'
"In order to know the full meaning of ideas, therefore, you must
be familiar with all of their expressions. The same can be held
true of culture."
On education in general: "The
thing that amazes me is that no
one has taken notice of the fact
that the Russian system of education is merely a copy of the
central and western European
methods. It is only since the Russians surprised us with Sputnik
that we have taken notice of them
at all. Our system has many good
things to offer, too. One bad tendency we have is to reject anyth ing that is old. We must keep
what is good of the old and combine it with our ideas and then
we will have a co~prehensive
school system.''

Education views

Diplomacy

Always Frenchman

Dr. Fabien feels that an imDr. Fabien has very interesting
views on education, particularly provement in the foreign lanconcerning his specialty, lan- guages programs of American uniguages. "I believe that we must versities can contribute a s much
to the solution of world tension
as the stepped up drive for scienLondon dock
tific education. "Diplomacy has
been m ore effective than forc e
ever since history began.''
As to the future of the modern
languages depa1·tment here at Carroll, Dr. Fabien would only hint
at a few t hi n g s. He hopes
by
that the University will be able
t? have a language lab, providing
Did the presentation of "Operation Abolition" last fmances allow such a project.
Tuesday evening fail to achieve its purpose?
The director is graphically the
picture of a college professor, but
If the purpose of the movie and
lecture was strictly to inform the wait, you say, everyone had an of such a unique character that
students, then perhaps the goal opportunity to ask questions. The he escapes the confines of stereotype.
was achieved fact is ,though, that no one was
half way, that
pl'epared sufficiently to debate
is. Mr. Charles
'1\':ith the speaker, and therefore no
Bentz' contribuone could deny what he said. If
tion to the eveanother speakrer equipped with
ning was praise"documents" was present, the stuworthy. As the
dents could have participated in
od saying goes,
stimulating discussion and debate.
(Continued from Page 1)
"He done what
As it happened, there were two
he was supposed
types that left the Auditorium. One wash off and will require a scrapto.'' The entire
was thoroughly convinced that ing to remove," said Mr. Lash.
case for the
what he heard was gospel. The "The last car that I saw with this
SAlEM
House Commit.other was so sceptical that he is paper on the windshield required
tee on Un-American Activities was likely to start from scratch and three hours to remove.
"I think one example is all that
presented quite capably.
do some research on his own.
will be necessary to enforce the
But where were the objectors?
The first has been thoroughly
Where were the students who so brainwashed. He holds no opinion; parking regulations. I hope I do
firmly oppose this controversial he has left with nothing. The second not have to resort to this method
committee? The other. side of the will try to formulate his own but will instead receive co-opera~
tion from the students."
controversy was entirely .obscured. opinion. This Is very good, but it
Visitors will be permitted to
There was no speaker against the could be just the opposite if his
park in the front lot and Belvoir
movie or the committee. In effect, readings are unbalanced. In the
the students were given one side first case, the CCC has failed be- lot. The guards will be lenient on
of the coin. There is another side, cause they failed to stimulate the dance days and for other social
functions, but the drives must be
and regardless of how liberal, radi- student; in the second, they may
kept clear, they emphasize.
cal or offensive that side may be or may not fail depending upon
Lash also commented on the
to the Carroll Conservative Club, the conviction of the student after
smoking regulations by sSjYin.g
they would have best served the his research is finished.
"State code permits smoking in
interest of all concerned by preIn short, what really happened stairwells but not in hails. The
senting both sides.
was many students finally saw guards will report any violators
This question must be regarded "Operation Abolition." That's all. to the dean of men's office for
with complete disregard for the The movie itself was an experi- further action."
personal political convictions of ence for me, but I would have
When asked his opinion of the
those involved. To present a film liked to hear the other side of new regulations, one of the Pinkas controversial as this and not the story. I would have liked to ertons answered, "I'll be darned if
present pros and cons is to offer hear someone against the commit- I'm going to paste up any winthe ultimate in propaganda. But tee receive equal time.
dows; let Lash do it himself.''

Equal time

charlie salem

'Drives must
be kept clear'

munists have, for a long time, actively supported the movement for
civil rights in our country. This
idea, that those who think as the
Communists in any way are themselves Communists, assumes that
tho se Americans who are in the
great fight to rid our country of
racial discrimination are Communists .• Therefore, Martin Luther
King, J ohn A. LaFarge, S.J., and
many other conscientious thinkers
in America would be branded Communists.
Likewise, those freedom loving
Americans who crusade against the
Hou se Committee on Un-American Activities, for reasons at
which they have arrived through
intellectual investigation, should
also be ostracized for Communist
affiliations.
Sincerely,
Thomas LaFond

News, no one mentioned the very
interesting proposal for a solution
to the problem which is now being
considered on both sides of the Iron
Curtain.
In the Sept. 23 issue of the
New Yorker, columnist Richard
Rovere reports, "The most striking of proposals has envisioned the
possibility of moving the whole
machinery of the U.N. from New
York to West Berlin . . ."
On the very next day the New
York Times quoted a passage from
the Russian paper, Izvestia . It
says, "So me prominent public and
political figures have proposed
that the United Nations headquarters be located in West Berlin. The
proposal deserves attention, and
once again shows that favorable
possibiliti es would be created in
West Berlin by its conversion into
a dem ilitarized free city." Is this
To the Editor:
not worth consideration?
In all the discussion s a bout the
Sincerely,
Berlin crisis in the last issue of the
John Corradt

Page 3

. . and listen anxiously to captain Ted Urilus' victory talk.
(Photos by Anthony Melle, Bruce LeBeda)
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JCU students
view 'OA 'film
Tuesday evening, Oct. 10,
the Carroll Conservative Club
presented Mr. Charles Bentz,
a Lake County businessman,
in a lecture on the movie,
"Operation Abolition."

Dr. Stanley Shou-eng Koo

Business prof
By CHRIS GENTILE

Dr. Stanley Shou-eng Koo,
assistant professor of economics and statistics at John
Carroll University, is an educated observer of the contempory economic h i s t o r y of
China.
He was born in China in 1921
and lived there until 1945. He obtained a B.A. degree in economics
at the National University in 1941,
and in 1946, he earned his M.A.
in economics at Columbia University.
For the next five years Dr. Koo
served as advisor and alternate
delegate for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, which was l ocated in
Washington, D.C. When the organization moved to Rome, Italy,
in 1951, he decided to work for h1s
Ph.D. at Columbia. Receiving his
doctorate in economics in the summer of 1960, DL Koo joined our
Business School faculty last month.

Two wars

•

VIeWS

which was sweeping across the
war torn land, had to be curtailed and the increasing communist
pr~ssure from Manchuria also demanded the government's attention.
"The Nationalist Government, in
an effort to create economic stability decreed that any gold or
foreign currency belonging to the
citizens should be surrendered to
the government," said Dr. ~?o·
"In return for these secuntles
Chinese money was distributed
which later became worthless.

U.S. policy
"Needless to say these three
facts alone could have paved the
way for Mao's rebel forces," said
Dr. Koo, "but the United States'
wavering policy towards China in
t he immediate post wa r period insured, if it did n ot quicken, the
overthrow of th e sh aky government of Chiang on th e m ainland."
Scanning the record of Taiwan's
(Formosa) economic progress during the last decade, one would deduct that a statistical gain had
been realized under Chaing's guidance. Then why did he so painfully
fail on the mainland?
Adjusting his glasses Dr. Koo
said , "Let's examine the progress
of Taiwan.

Looking back over the critical
post war yeal'S in the Orient, Dr.
Koo said that they not only were
very trying for the Chinese people,
but also they we1·e very frustrating for the Nationalist government. Chiang Kai-shek's war- 70 % incr ease
"The total agricultural output
weary government was then faced
with fighting two wars, comment- has increased 70 o/o in the past ten
ed Dr. Koo. The mounting short- years under the Land Reform Proage of food and other necessities, gl·am, according to the reports

LIKE FREE''
WHAT:

Buy Two Packs of CHESTERFIELD,
L & M, or OASIS for the GRAND
PRIX SWEEPSTAKES, and GET ONE

FREE.
WHERE:

Outside of Snack Bar,
Outside of Cafeteria,

CAMPUS DRUG AT THE CIRCLE.
WHEN:
TIME:

Wednesday, Oct. 18, 196 1.
8 :00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. at JCU .
4:00-9 :00 P.M. at CAMPUS DRUG.

situation

from Taiwan. This percentage gain
can be attributed to the emphasis
placed on the production of fertilizer, which enables the farmer
four productive crops a year and
to the $100 million annual United
States' aid, which consists largely
of surplus agriculture products.
"One must remember, cautioned
Dr. Koo, "Chiang Kai-chek enjoys
certain advantages on Taiwan. He
has not only a more condensed,
but also a smaller population (11
million) to direct than he did on
the mainland ."
Viewing the other side of the
fence, Dr. Koo said that serious
problems are plaguing the Red
Chinese. The second 5-year-plan,
which began in 1958, has not been
as effective as its planners ex·
pected. This is par t icularly true in
agricultural production.

Communes

The movie was shown after introductOI-y remarks by Mr. Bentz.
Afler the movie the speaker commented on the subject matter involved. An open discussion on the
problem followed .
"Operation Abolition" is a film
account of the student riots in
San Francisco in 1960. The riots,
apparently incited by Communists,
were held in protest of the appearance of the House Commi'ttee on
Un-Amcrican Activities in the city.
After scenes of the actual riot in
and out of the hearing room, the
in the cities.
camera panned the scene directly
"Because several floods added outside the hearing room. Water
to the problem of the inappropriate hoses had been turned on the "nonintroduction of these agricultural violent" demonstrators who would
communes, the New Republic of not leave. Eventually the demonChina has suffered serious food strators who adamantly sat down
shortages since 1958," Dr. Koo with their hands in their pockets
were moved down the stairs and to
said.
When Dr. Koo was asked his the police station.
The movie ended after short
opinions of President Kennedy, he
replied, "The President is a speeches from several Congresscourageous man and knows that men, members of the committee,
bold moves are required to ease who commented on the known Com East-We st pressures. I think Pres- munists seen in the film. Mr. Bentz
ident Kennedy is exploring all then answered questions from t he
possible diplomatic avenues in or- f loor. The questions 1·anged on
der to ease this tension, however, subjects from Communist infiltrahe has not found one yet which tion in America to the activities of
James Roosevelt.
he thinks most effective."

•

Ill

e!

China

lfs sporty, ifs speedy, ifs a SPI eirE ... and ifs yours!

---------------------------

All you have to do is like win!

Institute inaugurates
•
serzes
Red challenge

"The pla n was intended to pool
the efforts of all the people living
By JAMES MURRAY
in the 1·ural areas into agricul"America's
two
grehtest weaknesses are ignorance and
tural communes," said Dr. Koo,
"but actually the farmers lost complacency, especially in regard to that earth-devouring
their incen tive in production, be- disease called Communism." These words resounded over the
cause of the forc ed nature of the hushed audience last Monday evening as Dr. Michaek_pa~-
labor. On the other hand, as the associate professor of history at John Carroll, delivered the
people were assembled in the communes, they did not want to econo- opening lecture of the series entitled, "Communist Challenge
mize on the consumption of food. to America."
Lenin headed the Bolsheviks, he
As a result, less amounts of food
About 300 people gathered in the
were made a vail able to the people O'Dea Room to hear Dr. Pap de- explained, and they provided the
scribe the beginnings of Bolshe- source for the Communist Party
vism and the tenific impact that as we know it today. The story
the Communist doctrine has had of the rise of communism is one
On Monday evenin g, Oct. 1 6, on the world. "From the meager filled with revolutions, comprothe Institute for Soviet and core of nine men, Communism was mises, and broken promi'ses. The
East European Studies will pre·
born and has spread at such a rate strategy and tactics which they
sent Dr. Arthur s. Trace speakthat 40 percent of the world today have used throughout their coning on, "The Educational Sys- is under its domination." Dr. Pap quests have become evident from
tern of the Soviet Union." The then described the early meetings the beginning. His argument emconference will be held in the of the Russian Socialist Labor phasized that nothing has helped
O'Dea Room at g p.m.
Democratic Party and the split
them as much as the ignorance of
'========-======--t::_:h:a:._::t~o-:,:c:::c::u..:_r:,:re~i-n_t_h_e_pa_r_·ty_in_1_90_3: other countries.
"America can not excuse herself
from this ignorance, for many
times we have been duped by t he
Soviets. When we did fi'nally rea lize that the Russians did not
always stand on their word, we
AIESEC is billed as an international exchange program tried to avoid dealing wi'th t hem."
for any student interested in the business world of tomorrow. Dr. Pap repeatedly emphasized this
It has been brought to the campus again this year as a sub- point. "Unless we learn something
about the aggressor and his methsidiary of Alpha Kappa Psi, the business fraternity.
ods, we shall find ourselves in a
AIESEC's objectives are twofold: first, to promote better under- wage of whatever c o u n t r y position in which we will not have
the opportunity to study h im, bestanding among today's students; they chose to train. So m e cause we shall be dominated by
secondly, to help present day stuhim."
dents gain on-the-spot business Carroll men participated in the
program
last
summer.
J
ames
Institute's program
experience in a foreign country.
Wagner journeyed to West GerStudents are awarded contracts many, where he was employed in
Dr. Pap has been ve r y influenwith leading corporations in Eu- a bank; Peter Hoffmann went to tial in establishing the I nstitute for
rope, South America, and Africa. France with a large grocery chain, Soviet and East European Studies
The students are given the living and Anthony Cerrito went to Italy here at John Carroll. The a im of
and a job with a water commission this institute is to g ive greater
Clevelanders and Carroll students
in Bologna.
N EED TY PING DONE?
an opportunity to learn more about
The Association will hold its life in Russia, the cultural backTheses, Term Papers
first meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19, ground of the Russians, and the
and Manuscripts
in the President's Room of the various customs in government.
Experienced - Neat
SAC. The officers will be on hand The series which Dr. Pap inauguto answer questions, and all inter- rated Monday, Oct. 2, is a program
Lee Moster
SK 2 -0070 ested
students are invited to attend, of the Institute.

Lecture series

Three Carroll students work
abroad in AIESEC program

SWEEPSTAKES
FIL.TERS
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

FOR OHIO COLLEGES ONLY
REGULAR OR KING

PACK OR BOX
Here's the story, man. Eight, count 'em, eight
of these swinging Sprites will go to eight
.guys or gals in Ohio colleges. The other 49
states strictly don't count. Get the pict ure,
get the odds? This is one deal you've got to
get in on.

PRIZES
OHIO WINNERS.
'62 SPRITES

First thing to do, get your hands on a Registration Envelope, which gives you the easy
Sweepstakes Rules. You'll find Registration
Envelopes everyw her e- all around campus
and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett
& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them,
too- so track him down.

tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck
them in the envelope, sign your name and
mail it. Or you can send substitutes (see
rules ). Got it?

Next, you take a liHie quiz. It's printed right
on the envelope, see, it's about sports cars
and you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then
smoke 5 wonderful packs of Chesterfields or
L&M's (or, if you're a menthol man, Oasis ),

Now comes the pay-off! If you pass the quiz
you'll receive in the mail a Grand Prix License Plate. It's serialized. Hang on to it,
because this is it! Your serial number may
be the one the electronic brain selects .. .

t hat might put you like behind the wheel of
one of those jazzy Sprites !
Enter incessantly! The more Grand Prix License Plates you get, the better your odds
will be. The 4 winners of the Fall Sweepstakes will be announced at the end of the
Fall Semester. Then t he whole Jazz goes
int o high gear again - and at the end of the
Spring Semester the other 4 Sprites go on
t he block. So stay with it all year. Keep
smoking those wonderful Chesterfield, L&M
or Oasis cigarettes (or drawing those subst it utes if you want to be a square). Keep
t r ying! Win, man!
So go! Get started! There's going t o be a
new '62 Spr ite on campus soon and you
m ight as well j ingle t he keys to it in your
j eans . . . right ?

GET WITH,-THE GRAND PRIX ... ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

S
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Carroll jesuit I
judges debate
The Lakewood Civic Auditorium
will be the setting for a controversial debate between William F.
Buckley, Jr., and Michael Harrington, Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 8 :15 p.m.
Buckley, editor of the "National
Review" and generally labled an
ultra-conservative, will
defend,
"Resolved, Liberalism is Bankrupt,"
against Harrington, editor of the
"New Republic" and an ultra-liberal. Judges will be: Rev. Howard
Kerner, S.J., of John Carroll, Dr.
Oscar lbele, Dr. Henry M. Busch,
and Aaron Wildavsky .
The debate will be presented by
tbe Cleveland Great Issues Society
m cooperation with St. Joseph's
Auxiliary of the Little Sisters of
the Poor, with Mr. J. B. Mullaney
as moderator.

Union Notes

e Chalmers Omberg, Stunt Night
chairman, told the Union that this
year's presentation on Saturday,
Mar. 31, will consist solely of a talent show on the class level because
of difficulties with the event last
year.
e Michael McHale pledged $100
to the Friends of the Library Association on behalf of the senior
class. This is the initial donation
this year.
e "All questions regarding the
75th anniversary movie should in
the future be directed to Sanford
Markey," stated Ronald A.runno
former chairman of the movie com~
mittee. He had resigned because of
illness last J anuary after 42 000
feet of film had been turned ~ver
to Storycraft, the company editing the production.

e One of the first issues before
the Union next Tuesday will be
Gregory Axe's constitutional amendment to give a vote in the Union
to each of the nine standing committee chairmen who are appointed
each year by the Union president
when he assumes office.
• Lawrence Turton's motion to invite the Very Reverend Hugh E.
Dunn, S.J., President of the University, to the Oct. 25 meeting of
the Union was passed.

Classical p .r ograrn
•
gatns acceptance
A recent change of major importance to Carroll students
was effected in the liberal arts curriculum at the beginning
of the. school ~ear. Where once students wer e required to
take e1ther ~atm or Greek in order to obtain an A.B. degree,
the Umvers1ty now offers two programs, the A.B. and t h e
A.B. Classics.

The new A.B. program is based
on the humanities with additional
emphasis on the sciences. At least
one year of a foreign language is
required along with two semesters
of mathematics and two semesters
• In accordance with Gregory of science.
Axe's proposal to set up a ternThe A.B. Classic provides a
porary Union committee to aid the greater latitude of studies in that
Evemng Co~lege in their forthcom - 1 there are fewer required courses
mg onentat10n program a commit- ~ and there is more time left f
tee will be selected and' start work electives. Th is progra m re u i~r
over the weekend.
la nguages including Latin q e~
___________
•
' an

•

•

PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM

two semesters of mathematics or
two semesters of science.
According to Dr. Richard J.
Spath, director of the Classical Language Department, en roll ment in
the classics is up, but this indicates
no definite trend. "There is a renewed interest in Latin on t he high
~chool l~ve}," states Dr. Spath ,
e~utf 01
t~ere IS a sh.ortag~ of teachs
these subJects m the secondary schools:"
. E nroll ment m t he Gr eek courses
JS up th 1s year from 17 to 27, whil e
the total enrollment in the various
Latin courses rose from 109 to 121.
One of the norms established by
the J esuit Educatio n Association
for developing an A.B . curricu lum
in which Latin is not req uired was
that the Classics program should
be correspondingly strengthened.
The d1rector of the Classica l Language Department feels t hat
the new A.B. Classics curricu lu m
has satisfied th is requ irement.

range from the reaches of space

Unre~ouched Ume ex~u re shows Echo I communications satellite {long fi ne)
crossmg th e heavens nght to left . Shorter fines are stars " in motion ."

Class Tings go on
Isale in Bookstore

Actual undersea photo of telophone cable off coast of Florida.

to the depths of the sea
Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever needed - whether
in the northern snows to flash word of
possi ble enemy missi le attack, or in your
home or college , or in serving the
nation's business.
When we can't fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We've done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

world's first unde rsea tele phone cables
to speed calls between continents.

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.

We hand led the world's first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started developm e nt of an important
world-wide communications system employing satellites.

And so it goes-Long Distance service
Direct Distance Dia ling, the Transistor:
the Solar Battery -a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
telephone itself.

When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
network and Data-Phone, which can

Universal communications-the finest
most dependable anywhere- are what w~
del iver. Inside: fo r home, office, or pla nt.
Outside: on land, under the sea, through
the air.

®

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

. The approved standard design
n ng of J ohn Car roll Universi ty
wi ll be sold by the Bookstore on
Tuesday an d Wednesday, Oct. 24
and 25, starting at 10 a.m. The
r ing is i ~ 10K yellow gold antique
f1 msh w1th a sapphire stone.
Two choices of weights in t he
ring-s will be offered t his yea r . The
s~ud ent will be able to purchase
e1ther the 12 dwt ring a t $35 or
t he 16 dwt ri ng at $39.50. Also
a.vailable ·~i l ! be a protective plastJc back f 1Ji mg for a n additional
75 cents.
A representa ti ve fro m the rin g
company will take orders, a t which
t1me a $15 deposit m ust be ma de
Rings will be fu rnished with th ~
dates 1962, 1963, or 1964. Back
dated r ings will al so be available
Ini tia ls a nd academic degrees wili
be engra ved inside of the ring . A
s1x week delivery is guaranteed.

New dormitory
. (Continued from Page 1)
proJect , determ ining how much is
t? be loaned a nd how long a perJOd of t1me the school will have
to r epay the loan.
The school , in turn, pledges a
certain income on the life of the
mortga ge. On this particular loan
the mortgage will run for 3S
years.

CAR R O L L
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Streaks battle Thiel, Gridiron fatality delays opener for PAC rival
Bethany waiting in line
Hard-nosed football, smashing victories, and a gridiron
tragedy were all part of the
P AC's first football weekend
this year.

By TOM ARKO

GREENVILLE, PA.-Two PAC rivals, Thiel's Tomcats
John Carroll, of course, defeated
and the battling Bisons of Bethany are Carroll's next football Case Tech, 6-0, in its first game.
adversaries. Tomorrow, the Blue Streaks travel here to StewAround the circuit, Western Reart Stadium to grapple with a much improved Thiel eleven. serve invaded Washington and JefCoach Joseph DiFebo expects
more depth at all positions this
year thau he's had in quite a
while. Starting quarterback Willis
Woods will be backed up by a
trio of freshmen--Bill Loadman,
Bob Gross, and Bob Lundt--who
are expected to put pressure on him
for the job. Woods, a sophomore,
led the Tomcats' attack last year.

Big switch
Captain Chuck Smith was switched from tackle to fullback last
season, where he rolled up 332
yards and tallied eight 6-pointers
to take second place in the Tomcats'
rushing attack. Rounding out the
backfield are halfbacks Gerry DaVia and J ohn Fabian.
On Oct. 14, Bethany's Bisons w ill
invade Hosford Field at 2 p.m . f or
the fifth annual contest with the

Blue Streaks. Bethany has an 0-4
mark against Carroll, being shut
out in three of the encounters. Alleghe ny laced the Bisons, 33-14,
in the opener for both schools last
Saturday.

ferson and won, 14-8. Washi ngton
and Jefferson is regarded as the
"sleeper" of the PAC and proved
it in this game. Reserve had to
fight for its life and did, as they
held the Presidents from scoring in
the last quarter, twice within the

Wait until next year

Lloyd Briscoe and junior Lou Partazana manning the halfback posts.
Coach John Ray is taking no one
for granted this year. "If Bethany's first string line can make
it through the season without any
casualties, they could be rough,"
he cautioned.

The picture this year is not very
·
·
encouragmg
a t th e p ennsy 1vama
school. John Knight's boys may
have to wait until next year, 'With
only 11 lettermen returning, to improve on their 1-6 t·ecord of last
year. The only place to move is up.
The bright spot in the Bisons'
backfield is J im Compagnone,
who's speed and shiftiness carried
him to 11th place among PAC
gro und-gaine rs last fall. Ron Fowler, a second-year man, will be at
the helm this year with senior

"GET YOUR SOCKS AT
ROCK'S"
campus styles

1(

I

10-yard line. Reserve seored both
of its touchdowns in the first half,
using both passing and rushing to
reach pay did. The Redcats play
Bethany tomorrow at home.

PAC Standings
W L

l ' <t.

All
Gam ell

Allegheny
1 0 1.000 1 0 0
John Carroll
1 0 1.000 1 0 0
WRU
1 0 1.000 1 0 0
Thiel
0 0
.000 0 0 0
Wayne Slate
0 0
.000 0 1 0
Bethany
0 1
.000 010
Case Tech
0 1
.000 0 1 0
w & J
0 1
.000 010
Last Week's Re sults
John Carroll 6, Case Tech 0
WRU 14. W & J 8
Allegheny 33. Bethany 14
\Vheaton 57, Wnyne 0
Lebanon Valley nt Thiel cancelled
This Week's Games
John Carroll at Thiel
Bethany
case Techat atWRU
Wayne state
Allegheny at W & J
Wayne State sent an inexperienced eleven against an independent opponent, Wheaton College,
and was drubbed, 57-0, for its

wo rst defeat since 1955. The Tartars have only two starters from
last year on the first team and
have a total manpower of 27 men.
Thiel's Tomcats are still awaiting
their season debut. Their scheduled
opener with Lebanon Valley was
cancelled due to the death of a
player on the Lebanon squad the
week before. Thus the Thielians
get their first test when they face
Carroll at home tomorrow. Carroll
edged Thiel, 19-12, last year.

· Attenweiler out
Pete Attenwci ler, a starting
guard, will be out of action this
week. He sustained an eye injury
when spiked by a Case player last
Saturday.
Gene ("G-C") Smith, 5-11, 185pound sophomore, will replace Attenweiler tomorrow against Thiel
College .

----------------------------------------------~--~--------:----~-----------------------~

had a

.
'

oneman
Harry
Gauzman
Says:

AKP raffles
•
•
unzque
przze
Alpha Kappa Psi is holding an
unusual raffle for t he Homecoming
weekend. Two of t he prizes are
dates with two fraternity brother s, Jo hn Louis and Richa rd
Burens, as escorts for two young
ladies the weekend of Oct . 28.
Th e wi nners will be escorted to
the Seni or Class Par ty on F riday
mght,. the Homecoming game, Buffet D1nner, and the Homecoming
Dance on Saturday.
-.
Two additional prizes are offer ed
to Carroll men, t hey will include
an
expenses-paid
Homecoming
weekend.
Tickets f or all f our prizes 25
cents and may be purcha sed f r om
a ny A lpha Ka ppa Psi member .

TH E
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rl_fLCOME .STUDENTS
Your Philip Morris
Student Representative invites youto
~

conference

aboutyour

future?
ate{y.
You:
Why the gold bars?

Future Yo"'

You're needed . .. just as your father and grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a l ot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't. ••
You:
All right. But what can I do for the Air F orce ?

Future You:

The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air a nd space ·
fli ght. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
Say I was interested . .. how can I &et to be an officer?

Future Your
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training program. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School.. . where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?

. Future You:

IN THE COLLEGE

BRAND ROUND· UP
RULES AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medi·
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be nn eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package,
You:
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.
Future Yo u:
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their Ph.D. degrees.
You:

Tell me more.

That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.
SCUO, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training School programs.

There's a place for
professional achievement in the

U.S.Air Force
•
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Speaking of Characters
Funny-man Smith
brings 'Ray' of cheer
By TOM BRAZAITIS

NEWS

Carroll displays weak offense

1
1

CARROLL

in winning

Horn-rimmed glasses and
briefcases laid aside, a firedup Case Tech team charged
onto Clarke Field last Satur. d t O r epeat their
day, pnme
upset victory of a year ago
against the John Carro II
e 1 even. Two and one-half
hours later, the roughed-up
ff h
Rough Riders trudged 0 t e
gridiron, 6-0, victims of an
oak-door defense and a persistent offense.
~;:;E:~~~ L ;:; ~

There is a serious side to Ray
Smith. This aspect of his character is the one he displays when
on duty as a student teacher at
Wiley Junior High School. Ray
is tutoring eighth graders in
Civics and History, hoping some·
day to occupy a niche in the
higher echelons of school a~min
istra tion. His extra-curncular
reading centers upon Education
magazines and research in
that field.
Ray is terribly concerned about
the contents of this character
sketch. After Tevealing several
incidents of his rollicking career,
he paused for a. moment, scratched
his Julius Caesar haircut and
pleaded, "Let's say something good
about me."

.· - 6.~~~:-~ .. ,; ·
· .l ::-.:_,f;:."': ·

"':l ~

Wh~~.~,k ~~=~~:~:" .~.:~,
..

ing punch, the defense made up f or
with dogged tenacity. Behemoths
Chuck Smi th, Dick Kobulinsky
and Frank McKeon thwarted the
Rough Riders when they tried the
middle of Carroll's defense.

Leaky pass defense
The Streak's defensive backfield
was not quite as effective, being
plagued by the aerial show put on
by pint-sized quarterback D1ck
Mille and friends. Mille bombarded
the Streak secondary with strik es
Bob Bauman Ron

for a total of 102 yards. But the
Case ground attack was thoroughly
stymied, garnering a net total of
26Ty:erd;~fensi ve platoon kept rubbing the Rough Riders' face mas k s
h
into the gridiron, waiting for t e
offense to hit paydirt. But the ballcarrying corps eould make li ttle
headway inside the opponents' 16yard line. Coach John Ray sh:rlfl~ d
quarte1·backs like Bret Mavenck m
a red-hot game of Showdown. Gus
McPhie started, then Bob Mirguet
had his chance, and Ray finally
~~=~e:O forgotten, man, J erry

Backs pound Case
With O'Malley at the helm, the
Carroll backs spun into the line,
snapping up large chunks of yardage. Constantly pounding away at
Case's weakening fonvard wall, the
senidr signa.l-caller steered the
Streaks to the four-yard line where
an over-eager Ken Marchini fumbled away a scoring oportunity.
Again in the fourth quarter, O'Malley commanded another drive,
this one culminating in the Blue
Streak touchdown. The Irishman
made sure this time by muscling
in himself from a. yard out. '!'he
play that set up the six-pointer
was Ken Lutke's 17-yard ramble
through a. gaping hole opened by
Tom Ungashick.

1

,Pops' debuts
as equipment
manager here
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The football coach is an interesting character from any
point of view, but even more so from the vantage point of
the sportwriter who, next to his players, receives the coach's
fondest attentions or is made the butt of his most vehement
attacks.
Fortunately, most press-coach
rt' lations fall into a comfortable
middle ground which is pleasant
for both parties. But when they
don't, look out.
Behind the honey-clewed words
of the pigskin taskmaster may lie
a child's selfishness. Behind the
innocent cliches, a smug hatred.
Behind Ruthian gestures, the playacting of a prima donna.

"You do me a favor, I'll do you one.
Okay'!" This fellow is senatorial
Lait, not a sideline operator.
A rare bird-of the "call-'em-asyou-see-'em" breed-is the writer's
besL friend. Th is class is found
among neophytes who haven'L
reac'hed final judgment on the
wl'iter and veterans who respect
their fellow ma.n and his 1igh t to
do a job.

Act like kids

Good ones don't 'cry'

The sports scribe, in turn, reflects the strained relations in
jeeri ng asides and in the employment of equally childish manners.
A case in point concerns Ohio
State tu tor, Woody Hayes, and a
Los Angeles sportswriter, whose
name escapes memory. The Buckeyes had travelled to the coast
to play the University of Southern
California. and lost, 17-0. After the
game, the writer entered the visitor's dressing room unannounced.
Haye s took a swing at the cmsty
chamcter, but the man was long
gone before Woody's roundhouse
completed its arc.
In this instance, the writer was
at fault. But Hayes has gotten
into his share of trouble on the
bad-boy side of the fence, a fact
which requires no illustration.

It's a funny thing, but the good
coaches are t he ones who rarely
"cry." They don't have to make
excuses. They don't have to blame
the newspaper for their failings.
They get the job done with a
bang, not a whimper.

Mr. lJ Picks

of an Quentin, my home for the
past five months. There was a
little mix-up about the pointspread on a basketball game at
the Garden last Chr istmas. At
any rate, even the law can't hold
a good man down, especially when
the pigskin starts flying. Ready
for a little enlightenment on the
ball games this weekend? Here
goes:
ALLEGHENY will maul a spunky
but punchless Washington and Jefferson eleven.
Wayne State shapes up as contender for the basement this sea- ~
son, which should give CASE TECH
its first win.
Bethany doesn't have th10 personnel to tame WESTERN RESERVE's
Red Cats.
Sorry, but THIEL's Tomcats are
grow ling like they haven't done for
years. Carroll will receive a rude
jolt in Greenville, Pa., 12-6.
If I'm wrong, write me in Siberia .

"Pops" Schumacher

that hides a sun-worn face. "Well,
buddy, I'm going to give you a
tough time."
Fortunately, this type does not
pl'edominate. The suave diplomat
with the clever sales pitch does.

Ray looks lor trouble

from improved Thiel
"Thiel could turn out to be our
toughest opponent. They say they
have their best team in years,"
Coach John Ray mused on tomorrow's game.
"They have the advantage of
having scouted us, too. But it'll
be their first ball game, and that
could help us."

By PAUL KANTZ

If you kept close watch on the John Carroll bench
during the first half of last Saturday's game, you may have
noticed No. 13 fidgeting about nervously-now bent over
with head hanging dejectedly, now slumped on one knee
wondering when, if at all, the call t.o action would come.
What went through the mind of
Jerry O'Malley, senior quarterback,
relegated to the bench because of
the pre-season heroics of two
sophomore field generals, one can

Ray said O'Malley would be in
the starting line-up against Thiel
tomorrow. If the Irishman from
St. Ignatius can retain last week's
form, he may hold onto the job
••••••••••••••••••• 11 •••.,. for a long time.
:
Why he played poorly and lost
•
it in the first place remains a
:

sp0RTRAIT :•:

:••••~~•••••••••••••••••~

only imagine. Jerry, him self, is
not talking.
He may have seen the glory road
of the past, recalling the days
when he and Pete Pucher led John
Canoll to a 7-0 slate in 1959. Or
he may have thought about last
year when he had the job all to
l:imself and played the better part
of 60 minutes in each game.
Mostly, he just wished the hell
he was in there.
O'Malley had an entire half to
twirl these ideas about in his
mind. After the intermission, his
time for soul-searching ran out.
Before he knew it, he was inserted
into the line-up.

Felt 'great'

Verbal sparring
Why Woody and his fraternity
brothers get into verbal sparring
matches with t he men of the press
is a question which has long bothered me. Surely "heat of the
battle" has something to do with
it, and so does personal temper a ment. But perhaps the chief source
of tension is a vital communication
lapse. Reporter and coach wind up
speaking untranslatable foreign
languages.
The reports of many \';"!'iters,
for instance, irk touchy mentors
who read more into them than is
actually there or ever intendP.d .
Occasion~lly, the lapse is the fa1,dt
of the writer. When the exa~t
words of a football general appe~r
out of their proper context, the
coach has a right to become indignant at the resulting garble of
hi s elocutionary finesse.
In looking back over the past
few years, I can recall three types
of major domos a guy runs into
on the autumn beat. First, there
is the man who believes that "defense wins ball games-and is an
?fective measure against snoopmg pressmen ."

•

I

STRAIGHT ARM ca n't hel p Carroll ha lfback who is running
smack into the clutches of a Roug h Ri'der defende r.
1

Big Mo' has problems';
1

frosh too talented at qb
By BILL GOYETI'E

"Everybody on the team looks to the quarterback for
leadership," Ed "Mo" Modzelewski, freshman football coach,
remarked the other day. "It's his job to call the right play
at the right time, and the players have to have confidence
You vs. me
in his ability to call that play." The 1961 edition of the
"You're against me, aren't you?" Streaklets has three outstanding signal-callers fighting for
seems to be the attitude which seeps
out from under the peaked cap the first-string job.

conductor "Pops," and the name has
remained with him.
Born in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, "Pops" was in Paris when
World War I broke out. He subsequently served in the French
Army. This background accounts
for his adeptness in both French
and German, as well as English.
Next year, "Pops" and hi~ wife,
Margaret, will celebrate thmr fortieth wedding anniversary. They
reside in Cleveland Heights and
have one married son, who is a
1953 grruluate of Carroll.
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stirs writer-coach duel
PAUL KANTZ SAYS ..

Leading the group, at the moment, is Dick Sands, who has
caught "Mo's" eye with his passing ability. "He has the ideal build
for a quarterback, tall and lean,
and he's a fine thrower. He has
the makings of a real good ballplayer." Sands, who stands 6-1
and weighs 175 pounds, promises
to keep the yearling ends in shape
and opposition backfields jumping
with his long aerials.

Waltz time
P1·essing Sands for the starting
position is Jack Waltz, 5-9, 160puunder from Massillon, Ohio.
"Waltz reminds me of Tommy O'Connell, who quarterbacked the
Browns to the title in '57," Modzelewski said. "He has the same
cocky attitude O'Connell had and

great leadership potential."

Beat Wayne
Barry Schonfeld, 6-10, 175-pound
product from Detroit, is at the
helm for the first time. He was
a four-year standout halfback at
Benedictine High in the Motor City.
He has shown an eagerness to learn
the fundamentals of his new trade.
Schonfeld's main ambition for this
year is to annihilate the Wayne
State Tartars, Oct. 23. "I sure
would like to beat the home town
team, and I'll really be up for
that game," he said.
"Mo" plans to use all three of
his field generals in the yearling
opener against Western Reserve.
The Streaklets meet the little Red
Cats on home soil this Thursday.
Game time is 3:30 p.m.

How did it feel? "Great, to say
the least," he said. " N obody likes
to s it on t he bench."
Direeting plays at both tackle
holes, he marched the Streaks
from t he Carro ll 48 to the Case
4. A f umble killed the drive, but
it was evident that O'Malley could
steer John Ray's team wherever
it wanted to go.
His personal records for the
afternoon were not impressive. He
ran for only 9 yards and threw
two incomplete passes. But the six
points he chalked up on a 1-oyard
quarterback sneak, after leading
the Streaks 53 yards, locked up
Carroll's first win in its last four
outings.
"Of the three, Jerry was the best
quarterback we had Saturday,"
Ray remarked later. "This doesn't
mean McPhie and Mirquet won't
play. We're going with the best
-week by week. It may turn out
that McPhie is the star this week."

Jerry O'Malley
mystery. "I guess I was too anxious," he said shrugging his shoulders and struggling for the real
cause which never achieved expression.
Ray's reasoning in playing the
waiting game with O'Malley is not
difficult to figure out. He knew
that a berth on the third team
would either make Jerry quit or
come roaring back, fighting mad.
Last Saturday the coach got
his answer. It was the one he
expected.

Riflers fire on opponents
The rifle team, coached by Sergeant Robert Huskey, is
getting ready to open fire on another season. Captain Larry
De Jarnette has been selected as the new team moderator.
The team is a member of the
Lake Erie Conference. Other participating schools include Akron,
Youngstown, Kent State, Case, and
Gannon. According to conference
rules, only upperclassmen are permitted to compete in matches. There
will be postal matches, 'h owever,
with other schools in which freshmen may participate.
The freshman team 'viii be formed the week of Oct. 16. All freshmen interested should report to
the rifle range on Monday, Oct. 15.
The range is open daily from 9-3.
Aiming to better last year's record of 6-5, the team will be depending heavi ly upon Jim Zahora, the
only returning letterman. Other returning sharpshooters with some
experience are Dick Deters, Joseph
Sallak, Fred Meyers, and James
Kress.
Also included in this year's schedule are two invitational tourna-

ments. The first of these is the
Welsh Invitational Tournament,
held in Cincinnati on Dec. 1 and 2.
The other is the National Rifle
Association's tournament at Buffalo, New York. This will be held
early in 1962. Freshmen are also
permitted to participate in these
tournaments.
WE SPECIALIZE IN TYPING
THESES AND COLLEGE
REPORTS
General Stenographic Work
IBM Executive Typewriters
Mimeographing
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Carillon and Quarterly
schedule '62 editions

'/. Lavin proposes new
residence 'house' pla n

By CHARLES WARFIELD

The Dorm Council is undergoing several changes due
to the vacating of several offices over the summer and a
searching for a better system of dorm government.

The staffs of the Carillon and the Carroll Quarterly
have been chosen and are now at work on their respective
publications.
ferent nature is the Carroll Quarterly, the literary magazine of the
University. Heading the staff is
Thomas Vince, as editor, who is
assisted by Jeff Buehner, managing editor.
Vince has stated that the Quarterly will adopt a new format this
year. This "new look" includes articles on current events, the fine
arts, and poetry, whereas in the
past the topics have largely dealt
with literary trends alone.
The editors urge most strongly
that all students submit articles to
the Quarterly. Any student of the
University is eligible. "Articles of
general interest, short stories, and
poetry are always important to
us," states Vince. "Write something. Write anything. If it is good,
we'll use it."

At the controls of the Carillon
is editor-in-ehief, Daniel Donahue,
the man responsible for running
the yearbook He is assisted by the
following members of the editorial
staff: Peter Trentadue, business;
Bruce ' LeBeda,
photography;
Michael Leonard, sports; and Philip
Canepari, art. Not yet appointed
aJ;e the faculty editor, organization
editor, and the university editor.
Donahue and staff have planned
a unique arrangement for the
Carillon. The theme and layout
will tell a month by month story
of university life in all its aspects.
"The Carillon promises to be an
all-inclus ive year book," states
Donahue.
A publication of a slightly dif-

Homecoming . . •
(Continued f r om Page 1)
be provided by Frankie Reynolds
and his Orchestra at $3.60 a crack.
Iota Chi Upsilon president Eugene McEnroe, who with the a id
of the fraternity's members and
pledges has organized the whole
show, predicts that the 76th A nniversary edition of Homecoming
will be a gala one. Citing the cooperation he has received from the
faculty and alumni, McEnroe
promised "this weekend will not be
easily fo r gotten."
Tickets for all events will go on
sale next Tuesday and Thursday,
Oct. 17 and 19, for juniors and
seniors only, in the SAC building.
The remainder of the student body
can pay their money and take their
choice Monday thru Wednesday,
Oct. 23-25.

",

Engaged
MISS SANTA MARIE GAMBATESA,

a g raduate of Regina High School
and presently a business secretary, is engaged to senior sociol ogy major John A. Girbino . Miss
Gambatesa resides in South
Euclid, Ohio . The couple plan to
be marrred next August .

Confusion results over
Robert's rules of order

Peter Hoffman, Union treasurer,
(Cont inued from Page 1)
McHale, then rose to call for a. upheld Barker's views.
After this motion was defeated
roll call vote; but he, too, retracted
his request when he was informed 20-19, Barker then moved to proas to what the vote was for . When test the discrimination against the
a final vote was taken on Omberg's Eveni ng College. Debate on this
original motion, it was defeated, was cut short when McHale moved
to adjourn but, on a point raised
42-6.
Thomas Kilbane was inf01·med by James Wagner, editor of the
that he was out of order when he News, was ruled out of order beproposed that a commibtee be cause of the manner in which he
fonned to protest the new park- introduced his-motion. Gregor y Axe
ing regulations to the school sup.er- then moved for adjournment.
intendent, Mr. George Lash. This
A vote was taken on this after
type of action comes under the re- Fallon checked with his parliasponsibility of the Union Building mentarian to see if it was perand Grounds Committee and was missible. The meeting was adreferred then to this committee.
journed and Fallon asked the memWhile the Union was consider- bers to turn in their ballots before
ing adjournment, Fallon remem- they left.
bered that it would still be neces-,~-----------sarytovoteontheseniorstobel u
· ·t
chosen for "Who's Who In Amerilll
can Col ~ege.s and Universities."
(Continued from P age 1)
At th1s t1me, John Barker, Eve.
.
ning College president, moved that w11l be proVIded. A system ~f goals
the voting be held off for a week for each school orgamzatwn and
until a list of evening college seni- cl~s has been se~ up. T~e s~udent
ors could be compiled and added W1ll then mar~ hl~ contnbutlon as
to the list of day students. Fallon to. the . orgam zatlOn or class he
'd
·
·
.
'WIShes 1t to count for
sa1 th1s was 1mposs1ble because
"Th d ·
.
t ·
there was a deadline for submite :lve 1 ~ _no ,so much cont ing the choices to ine national c~rned Wlth g_lvmg, ,state~ John
committee. The decision of the
Co~nell, chairman, 'but mstead
chair, however, was overruled. teachmg .t?e C~r7oll student c~~c
Heated discussion arose in which res!lonsJbih_ty, Clv~c. duty, and CIV1C
act10n. Th1s trammg W1l1 ca rry
over into later life."

s&B reneWS .
blood sunnly
rr
The Scabbard and Blade
launches its biennial Blood
·
t
· h th J h
D rive
o rep 1ems
e 0 n
Car:Joll Blood Bank on Tuesday, Oct. 24, and Wednesday,
Oct. 25, at t he r ifle range.

All blood donated is credited by
the Red Cross to the school. When
a student or a member of his immediate family needs transfusions
as a result of injury or illness, the
blood is available without cost to
the student.
To inspire a spirit of competition
among the organizations on camp us, the Scabbard and Blade offer8
a trophy to the organization that
has the highest percentage of donors. The Pershing Rifles won the
organizational competition during
the last Blood Drive.
The drive affords military science students an opportunity to
improve their grades by offering
10 merits to any cadet who donates
blood.
All students 18 and over are eligible to participate in the drive;
howeYer, those who arc under 21
will need parental permiSSIOn
Students requiring parental permission are asked to have the approval slip signed by Wednesday,
Oct. 18.
Members of Scabbard and Blade
will be in the SAC to answer any
questions on the drive and make
appointments for donations Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and
~fonday, Oct. 18, 19, 20, and 23,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Several positions were found vacant as school opened this semester
because the officers are no longer
living on campus. New elections
were held. Jerome Stribbell was
elected president; Dennis Hudson,
vice president; Joseph Birch, secretary; and Edmund Brady was
elected treasurer.
New elections for sophomore representatives are also in order but
will not be held for several weeks
In line with their new "better
representation" campaign, the council went to Mr. James Lavin, director of student personnel services, for any suggestions that he
might have. He suggested the
"house" plan which is now in use
in several colleges around the
country.
Speaking before the Pacelli Dormitory residents, Mr. Lavin listed
a few advantages of adopting this
form of representation. Each floor
is one "house," and with its own
set of officers is the very basis of
the house system . The division of
the dorms into houses would imp rove representation for the residents; it would create pride on the
floor in the form of academic and

ed AppeaI

°

CPA's awards honor
h
k
•
igh ran ing seniors

Senior accounting major, Michael
F. DiDomenico, has been awarded
a $100 scholarship by the Cleveland
chapter of the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accounts. .Presentation
took place last Monday evening at
the Mid-day Club in the Union
Commerce Building.
DiDomenico was one of three
men who received the scholarship
for having the highest overall
aredemic record among senior accounting majors. The other winners
were one 1each from Fenn College
and Western Reserve University.
-

For the past two Sunday afternoons, the sounds of smooth jazz
and animated conversation have
filled the Student Lounge. Under
the sponsorship of the junior class,
the young women of the local Catholic colleges have been invited to a
series of Sunday socials.
The music of the Tom Karam
Trio provided an atmosphere of
cordiality, as punch and cookies
were served to all.
Elated vnth the response to the
socials, Thomas Ging, president
of the junior class, remarked, " Our
goal is to strengthen the ties hetween Joh n Carroll and the local
women's colleges by providing an
opporbunity where the students
can meet in an informal, relaxed
manner. To be sure, some success
has been achieved, but still stronger bonds of loyalty and friendship
must be secured between the various colleges and John Carroll."
The next social will be held sho:&tly after the Homecoming weekend.

.,, . ._.
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<IN THE ARCADE)

Debators set
plans for year
The Debate Society has
wasted ver y little time in getting organized for the 1961-62
season. On the agenda for the
coming months are the Gr eat
er Cleveland Forensic AssOciation Tournament at Akron
University on Saturday, Oct
28, Debate Days in Detroit at
Wayne State on Sunday and
Monday, Nov. 5 and 6, an d the
Greater Cleveland Forensic
Tournament here on Satur
day, Nov. 18.
Other tournaments to which the
Debate Society has been invited include those at Purdue University,
Pittsburgh University, Otterbein
College, the Air Force Academy,
University of Miami, Northwestern
University, Notre Dame University,
and Marquette University.
Debate experience has proved to
be valuable training not only to the
Carroll student, but to the graduate as well. All eight senior debators
Of the class of 1961 have received
graduate school scholarships. Freshmen lll.d up~rclassmen are invited
~o join and atten.! •· f! weekly meetmgs held Wednesd 5 ,.s -t 4:15 in
roor 304 of the Adroir.istration
Bui'!ding.

THE

WINNERS*
I. Tom Nasrallah
2. Bob Barnabo
3. Joe Birch
4. Mike Holt
5. Abe Nomura
6. Jim Bruce
7. Jim Woodward
8. Preston Skelton
9. Tom Fallon
10. Jim Eichorn
*winners may pick up their
me rcha ndise certifica tes
anytime a t

Barber Shop

ROCK'S men's wear
east of mayfield and green

Coeds attend
junior socials

athletic rivalry be!Jween houses; and
it would give every dorm student a
new identity. Residents would not
live in Pacelli or Dolan but would
belong to Allegheny House or whatev<n- "house" their floor of the
dorm was given.
It should be pointed out that th is
system has not been adopted and
it may never be. However, t he
Dorm Council is presently considering the plan.
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